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In the paper [7] Zelinka determines some basic properties of tolerance relations 
on finite tree structures. The purpose of this note is to determine the structure of the 
lattice JT(91) of all compatible tolerance relations on a ternary algebra 91 determining 
a tree structure. 
Let -8 = (B9 &) be an algebra with the support B and with the set !F of fundamental 
operations. A tolerance relation T on the set B is a reflexive and symmetric binary 
relation on B. T is called compatible with S, if and only if for each w-ary operation 
fe !F (where n is a positive integer) and for any 2n elements xt,..., xn9 yt,..., yn 
of B which satisfy xtTyt for i = 1,..., n9 we have/C^,. . . , *„) Tf(yx,..., y„). 
In [2] Chajda, Niederle and Zelinka introduced the concept of x-covering9 which 
is an analogy for the class partition given by an equivalence relation on a set. Let M 
be a non-empty set. The family ffl = {My9 ye F,} where T is a subscript set, is 
called a covering of M by subsets if and only if each My for y e F is a subset of M 
and ur{My | y e T} -= M, and My # Mfi for y9fieT and y #]8. A covering ffl = 
= {My, y e F} of M by subsets is called a r-covering of M, if and only if 501 satisfies 
the following two conditions: 
(1) if y0 e T and F0 £ F, then My0 s uy{My | y e F0} ==> ny{My | y e F0} £ My0: 
(2) if N £ M and N is not contained in any set from ffl, then N contains a two-
element subsets of the same property. 
The following lemma shows the connection between tolerance relations on M 
and the t-coverings of M [2, Thm. 1]: 
Lemma 1. Let M be a non-empty set. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between tolerance relations on M and x-coverings of ffl such that if T is a tolerance 
relation on M and fflT is the x-covering ofM corresponding to T9 then any two elements 
of M are in the relation T if and only if there exists a set from fflT which contains both 
of them. 
Let V be a non-empty set and Q a ternary operation defined on V. The pair 
(V9Q) = 91 is called a simple ternary algebra 91, if Q satisfies the following demands: 
(3) Q(a9a9b) = a9 a9beV; 
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(4) Q(a9 b9 c) is invarimit under alf 6 permutation? of a, b9 ce V; ' 
(5) Q(e(a, 6, c), d, e) = (Q(a, d, e), 0(5; d, e), c), a, b9 c9d9ee V. 
Let £/ and W be two non-empty subsets of V and s an element of V, then 
Q(U9 W9 s) = {Q(u, w9 s) \ u € U and H> e W}. A non-empty set W^V is an ideal 
of 91, whenever Q(W9 W, s) s FV for each s e V. According'to (2), W is an ideal 
whenever Q( W9 W9 s) =" W for each s e V. Let ^ be the family of all ideals of 91. 
As shown in [5], i^(S&) = (T̂ V, Q) is a simple ternary algebra over the ideals of 91, 
where Q(U, W9 K) = {Q(u, vt>, k) | we U, WE W9 ke K and U, W, Ke iT}. We 
denote by I[x9 z] the ideal {/1 t = Q(x, z, t), x, z, / e V} of 9t. The ideal concept of 
simple ternary algebras is based on the definition of Nebesky given in [4]. 
Let 91 = (V, Q) be a simple ternary algebra and xe V an arbitrary element. As 
shown by Avann [1, Lemma 3], one can associate with 91 a partial lattice L(9t, x) 
having the following properties: (i) The order relation is given in L(9I, x) by b g 
<£' c o Q(x9 b9 c) "=- 6. (ii) The zero element of L(9I, x) is x. (iii) L(9l, x) is closed with 
respect to the meet given by b A C = Q(x, b, c). (iv) The existence of an element m9 
b9 c <g m9 implies the existence of the join bv c = Q(m, b, c). (v) If b v c exists, 
then dA (b v c) = (dA b) v (dAc). (vi) For all triples b,c,deV there exists 
(ft A C) V (6 A d)V (CA d) = Q(6, C, d). 
Lemma 2. Let T be a compatible tolerance relation on a simple ternary algebra 
91 = (V, Q). Then, ifaTb, T collapses any two elements of the ideal I[a9 b]. 
Proof. Let t9xe I\a9 b"]9 i.e. t = Q(t, a, b) and x = Q(x9a9 b). As aTb, bTb, xTx 
and T is compatible, we obtain xTb. Similarly, tTb, too. The relations xTb, bTt 
and aTa imply now x = Q(x, b, a) TQ(y, b, a) = /. 
Lemma 3. Let 91 = (V, Q) be a simple ternary algebra and ^(91) = (9, Q) 
a subalgebra of the simple ternary algebra iV($$) = {W, Q) closed with respect to the 
ternary operation Q. If for each xe V, x belongs to at least one of the ideals of <2), the 
subsets from @ constitute a x-covering of% determining a compatible tolerance relation 
on 91, and conversely9 the ideals of the x-covering fflT = {My9 y e F} of a compatible 
tolerance relation T on 91 constitute a subalgebra of ^(91) closed with respect to Q. 
Proof. Let i^(9l) be the subalgebra of the lemma; we show that a compatible 
tolerance relation TB can be associated with .9(91), and this shows that the ideals 
from 2 constitute a t-covering of V. We define the relation TB as follows: aTJ) o 
<& there is an ideal 16 2 such that a9bel. As each xe V belongs to at least one of the 
ideals from ^ , T2 is reflexive. Obviously T9 is symmetric. If X, Y9Ze ®9 then 
Q(X9 Y9 Z) e <2i9 and so x{TQxl9 y{T9y2 and zxT2z2 imply that Q(xt, yt, zt) TQx 
x Q(x2»y2 >
 z2% where xl9 x2e X9 yl9 y2e Y and zt, z2 e Z. 
Conversely, we show at first that each member of the t-covering WflT is an ideal 
of 91. Let x9ye Mye 9MT, and let s € Fbe an arbitrary element. As T is a compatible 
tolerance relation, xTx, xTy and sTs imply that Q(x9 y9 s) TQ(x9 x9 s) = x. Similarly, 
Q(x9 y9 s) Ty9 and so Q(x9 y9 s) e 9My, i.e. to the same subset of Ffrom the t-covering 
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WlTas x and y. Therefore My, atid consequently each subset from 9Mr, is an ideal 
of 91. As T is compatible, the relations x±Tx2, y\Ty2 and zxTz2 imply that 
Q(x\>yiizi)TQ(x2>y2>z2)' So the dements in the set {Q(x, y, z)\xeX, yeY, 
z e Z, X, Y,Ze ffiT} constitute a class of elements each two of which are in the 
relation T, whence this class belongs to the t-covering 9JiT. Thus the ideals from1Dtr 
are closed with respect to Q in i^V(9I), and the lemma follows. 
Lemma 3 shows that the structure of the lattice F(9l) of all compatible tolerance 
relations on 91 is equivalent with the structure of the complete lattice of all closed 
subalgebras of #"(51) containing every element x e V in at least one ideal of the sub-
algebra. In the following we shall consider the structure of JT(9I) in the case where 
the simple ternary algebra 91 = (V, Q) determines a tree. A simple ternary algebra 
91 = (V, Q) is a tree, if for any x e V the partial lattice L(9I, x) is a tree, i.e. no two 
non-comparable elements a and b of L(9t, x) have a common upper bound in L(9I, x). 
Simple ternary algebras determining a tree are called tree algebras. 
Lemma 4. Let 91 = (V, Q) be a tree algebra, and let M,K,Je #". Q(M, K, / ) is 
either an element of V, or Q(M, K, / ) £ (K n M) u (K n / ) u (M n / ) . 
Proof. At first we show that if Q(M, K, / ) contains an element xeV not be-
longing to M, K, or to / , then Q(M, K, / ) is the one element set {x}. Assume that 
Q(m, k,j) = x # M u K u / ; we consider the situation in the partial lattice L(9l, x). 
In L(9l, x), x = (k A m) v (k A j) v (jA m), and as x is the least element of L(9I, x), 
k A m = k A j = m A j = x. Assume that there are two elements k' e K and / e J 
such that k' A / > JC, whence k A k' A j ' _ x. As L(9I, x) is a tree and k' = k A k', 
k' A / , the elements k A k' and k' A / are comparable in L(9I, x). If k A k' = k' A / , 
then k A k' A / = k' A / > x. If k A k' < k' A / , then k A k' A / = k A k', and as 
x^Ku/uM, kAk' > x, and consequently in any case k A k' A / > x. Similarly 
we see that / A / A k' -> X. A s / A k' = / A k' A k,j AJ' A k', the elements./ A / A k 
a n d / A k' A k are comparable in L(9I, x). Hence the meet k AJ A k' A / is equal to 
k A k' A / or to J A / A k', and so greater than x. But then k Aj > x as well, which 
is a contradiction. Thus the meet of any two elements from K and / is equal to x; 
this holds also for all meets m' A / and m' A k', where m' e M, k' e K and / e / . 
Consequently, Q(k', m',j") = x for all triples k',/, m'. 
According to the proof above, we can assume in the following that Q(M, K, / ) £ 
c M u K u / without loosing generality. Let k,/ e Q(M, K, / ) , k e K,/ e / but 
k,j' $ K n J; we shall show that then k,j' eM, which proves the assertion that 
Q(M, K, / ) £ (M n / ) u (M n K) u (K n / ) . According to the definitions of k 
a n d / , k = Q(k, mj) a n d / = Q(k', m ' , / ) . We consider the partial lattice L(9l, k), 
where 0 = k = (k A m) v (k Aj) v (m Aj) and j ' = (j 'A m') v (k' A m') v ( j 'A k'). 
So m Aj = k, and as L(9t, k) is a tree, j ' is equal to at least one of the elements 
(j' A m'), (kf A m'), (k! Aj'). If (k' A m') or (k' Aj') were equal t o / , then k' = / , and 
a s / e 7[k ', k] and I\k\ k] c K, a l s o / e K, which is a contradiction. Hence/ A m' = 
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m f9 and thus m' gj / . Now, m A / and j A / are comparable, since / ^ m A / , 
f AJ. Thus mAj'AJAf * mAJAf « * is equal to mAj ortojAf. IfJAf * 
«•m A j A / , then /A / «- .fc, and as J A / € / , also A: € / , which is a contradiction. 
Hence mAj'**k.A$m'*»mA m'9 / , they are comparable, whence m v m' A f = 
- * W A / is equal t o / or to m A m'. As I H A / = &, mAf # / , since in the other 
case/' 6 K, which is a contradiction. Hence m A / « m A m' ** fc, and as m A IW' e Af,. 
also k e M. On the other hand / e /[m', m A m'], and I\m'9 m A m'"\ s Af, whence 
also / 6 Af. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 5. Let WL ** (V9 Q) be a tree algebra and T9 Re T(9l). Then Tv R =-
= F u /?, i\e. T(9l) is a sublattice of the lattice of all binary relations on the set V. 
Proof. Obviously the relation Tu R is reflexive and symmetric; we must only 
show that the relation S = T u R is compatible. The definition of £ implies then 
t h a t S « Tv Rin T(9I). 
Let xxSx2, ĵ SY^ and z1Sz2 .The ideals / [ * , , x2], / [ ^ , j>2], / [z j , z2] belong to the 
t-coverings 9Wr and 9MK. According to Lemma 4, Q(I[xl9 x2], l[yl9 j>2], l[zl9z2"]) 
is contained in (I[xl9 x2~] n /[> l9 j>2]) u (/[*!, x2] n l[zl9 z2]) u (/[y t, y2] r% 
n /[zi , z2]) or is equal to an element of V. But in both of these two cases, any two 
of the elements in Q(I[xx, x2], I[yt, j 2 ] , l[zt, z2]) are collapsed by T or jR, whence 
Q(*i> y\y zt) SQ(x29 yl9 z2), too. Thus S is compatible. This completes the proof. 
As the join operation in T(9I) is equivalent with the set union, we can write as 
a direct corollary to Lemma 5. 
Theorem 1. Let 91 = (V9 Q) be a tree algebra, then T(9l) is a distributive lattice. 
The following theorem illuminates the Boolean property of T(9l). 
Theorem 2. Let 91 -= (V9Q)be a tree algebra. JT(91) is a boolean lattice if and only 
if V contains at most two elements. 
Proof. Let Vcontain at least three elements x9 y9 z. We can always find a partial 
lattice where x9 y and z constitute a chain, and let it be L(% x) and the chain x < 
< y < z. T[x9 y] v T[y9 z] = R is a tolerance relation on 91. Let R' be the comple-
ment of R in r(9l); so x(R v R') z. According to Lemma 5, xRz or xR'z. The defini-
tion of R shows that xRz does not hold, whence xR'z. According to Lemma 2, 
xR'y9 too, and so x(R A R') y9 whence R' is not a complement of R; this a contradic-
tion. Obviously T(9l) is Boolean when V contains at most two elements, and the 
theorem follows. 
For further information about tolerance relations on lattices and other algebraic 
structures the reader is referred to [3], [8], [9] and to [10]. Congruence relations 
on simple ternary algebras are considered in the paper [6]. 
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